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1 - INTRODUCTION 

Pressure vessels are not eternal, their life is not 
endless, but must be long enough for profitable use. Fatigue is 
the most important damage limiting life time. It is due to va
riable loading and especially to deformation-controlled loading 
like thermal dilatation (thermal stress). Hence, it is of prime 
importance to perform an fatigue analysis in the design phase in 
order to be sure the pressure vessel life meet requirement of the 
design specification. It is also useful to perform such an ana
lysis for assessing the remaining life. 

To compute the fatigue damage, knowledge of the strain 
range is needed. As calculation taking into account non linear 
behavior of the material are very expensive and not always 
reliable, the current practice is using elastic computation. 
This paper is devoted to appraise the value of this way and to 
propose a convenient method. 

2 - CURRENT PRACTICE 

In practical situations, fatigue cracks are initiated 
as a result of cyclic deformation. Generally cyclic deformation 
are caused by cyclic thermal dilatations (thermal stresses). 

* For each type of cycle, the strain range Ae is computed. 
Design curves found in design codes [""Q £2J [_3J ĵ 4] give the 
number of allowable cycles N as a function of this strain range. 
The usage factor is the ratio of the specified number of cycles 
to the number of allowable cycles N. There is a usage factor for 
each type of cycle and the sum of the usage factors (for all 
types of cycles) must not exceed one for sound operation. 

* 
Von Mises equivalent strain range. It is not in the scope of this 
paper to discuss the validity of Ae as the main parameter to 
compute fatigue life. Readers are invited to refer to the work 
of COFFIN and MANSON [5J [6] and to [7] 
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The main task is a good computation of the real strain 

range. As plastic deformations cannot always be neglected, it 

seems that non elastic computation would be used. Unfortunatly, 

non elastic computations are expensive, time consuming and their 

reliability is questionable (mathematical modeling of the beha

vior of the material is difficult and its validity is often 

doutful). 

The current practice is computing the needed strain 

range in assuming the material behave elastically. Elastic cal

culations have the advantage of speed and low cost. Further, 

they do not require the formulation of a constitutive equation 

for the material. However the elastically computed strain range 

Ac is not always the real strain range Ac needed for fatigue 

analysis (Ae is frequently lower than Ae). 

As a consequence elastic computation of strain range 

Ae needed for analysis is not only elastic calculation. The 

result Ac of elastic calculation requière some corrections to 

get the real strain range Ae giving the number of allowable 

cycles with the help of the design curves. 

A number of correction methods can be found in open 

littérature. Reviewing the rationale and validation of these 

methods does not provide a sound basis for selection \^8~], 1 must 

be pointed out that different design codes require different cor

rection method [l3 [ 23 L 3] L4J-

The aim of this paper is to discuss the methods for 

correcting the elastically calculated strain range and to pro

pose a sound and practical method. 

3 - STRATEGY FOR USING ELASTIC ANALYSIS 

As a matter of fact, good use of elastic calculation 

is not restricted to fatigue analysis, it is also related to 

analysis of other damages and modes of failure. The generally 

accepted practice is stress classification. 
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The elastically calculated stress is divided in diffe
rent parts (primary, secondary, and peak stress)and criteria 
applied to each part are different. Definitions of those diffe
rent stresses can be found in design codes £lj [_<Q C O a n c^ ^ n 

Roughly speaking, it can be said that primary stress 
cannot be changed by plastic deformation (no possible relaxation), 
secondary stress is (more or less) self limiting, it can disappear 
by yielding, and peak stress is very localized and does not cause 
notricable distortion. 

It seems obvious that such a partition must be used for 
elastic analysis of fatigue. In other words, corrections of 
elastically computed strain range will be different, depending 
of the type of stress causing the cyclic straining. As fatigue 
is generally caused by cyclic deformation controlled loading, 
the case of primary stress could be neglected it. 

In this paper, it will be examined at the same time 
that the effect of secondary stress. As it will be seen, secon
dary stress are not always pure and include often some primary 
flavor. It his the reason why primary and secondary stresses must 
be examined together for fatigue analysis. 

This discussion lead to the following strategy to de
duce the real strain range Ae from the elastically computed one 
Ae . Two corrections must be made. The first one is related to o 
the relaxation of secondary stress, the correction is required 
when shake down conditions are not met and extensive cyclic 
plasticity prevails. The whole of the component has to be consi
dered for this correction (it is not necessary where cyclic 
plasticity areis are highly localized). The second correction 
is related to peak stress redistribution and is localized in 
areas close to stress raisons (fig. 1). 

In characterizing each correction by one factor, it can 
be written 

1st correction AE„ = K - Ae N e1 o 
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2nd correction At = K - AE„ 
e2 N 

a£ elastically computed strain range 
Ae.T nominal strain ranae 
N 

Ae (real) strain range to be put in design curves 

This situation is illustrated by the example in Figure 
2. A bar with gently varying cross-section features a small notch 
(much smaller than the cross-se,:tion where it occurs) at the 
weaker.t section of the bar. The latter is subjected to cyclic 
elongation with range Au. Since the notch is small, it only 
creates peak stresses and can be ignored when estimating the 
secondary stress range AQ. These stresses, which are the elastic 
stresses generated by Au (disregarding the notch), can readily 
be determined. They relate to an elastic strain range AQ/E, which 
is not the actual strain range if gross yielding occurs. This 
range is easily derived from the cyclic curve Aa/Ae . At the 
weakest cross-section, it is K . times wider than the range 
obtained through elastic calculation. The only data required 
(other than notch geometry) to assess the stress concentration 
effect are the ranges Ae and Aa in the relevant cross-section ; 
these ranges are related through the cyclic curve. This last 
effect can thus be taken into account by introducing the K „ 
factor. 

The above two corrections will now be covered separately 
in the following sections. 

4 - FIRST CORRECTION TO BE MADE WHEN SHAKE DOWN IS NOT OBTAINED 

This correction is not necessary when shake down is 
obtained (it is to say the material behaviour is elastic but in 
small localized areas). It is obvious that when cyclic plasti
city occurs, strain range distribution is different of the 
elastic one and a correction must be made. This probl2m will be 
covered briefly, since readers can refer to earlier publications 
[10] [11]. 
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The rationale of the correction proposed h-3re is the 
distinction between primary and secondary stress and the fact 
that deformation controlled stresses exhibit properties which 
are between primary and secondary ones. This can be illustrated 
by the following example. 

Let us consider bars loaded so that the elastically 
calculated strain range Ae is identical for all. One is loaded 
by a cyclic imposed force corresponding to a stress range 
Aa = EAt . The second is loaded by a cyclic elongation 
Au = LAe of its end. A third is also loaded by a cyclic elonga
tion leading to Ae , but through a spring in series with the 
test specimen. (See figure 3). If the strain range is high and 
if the cyclic curve Aa/Ae is no longer linear, the behaviour of 
these three identical specimens is quite different, although 
they appear to be subjected to the same strain range Ae accord
ing to elastic calculations. 

The second remains subjected to the same strain range 
Ae . It is Kinematically Determined (KD) and the stresses it 
undergoes are secondary (i.e. the elastic translation of strain). 
The first is subjected to much wider strain ranges Ae than Ae , 
and correspond to the same stress range EA'e'Olt is Statically 
Determined (SD) and the stresses is undergoes are primary. It 
is obvious that the third specimen represents the general case 
(the first is the specific case in which the spring is extremely 
flexible, and the second the case in which the spring is extre
mely stiff). It is partly SD and partly KD, and this is the'case 
of elastic follow up (EFU). Figure 4 illustrates the differences 
in behaviour of the three specimens. 

A stress can be designated as "primary" when its value 
is not affected by the behaviour of the material. Howevar, if 
the stress range AP has be obtained by elastic calculations, the 
true nominal stress range Ae corresponds to AP on the cyclic 
curve, and Ae (AP) is readily determined. In contrast, a stress 
is said to be purely secondary when the nominal strain range Ae., 
is equal to AQ/E, independently from the material. No correction 
is necessary in this case. In fact, the above two situations 
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which readily yield Ae are particular cases. Stresses are sel
dom purely secondary and elastic follow up is frequently pre
sent. 

The EFU is function of the material behavior, the shape 
and the loading of the component. It can be quoted by a factor r 

r = (E Ae N - AQ)/(AQ - AaN) 

When this factor is known, this equation allows to 
deduce the nominal strain range Ae from the secondary stress 
range AQ = E Ae with the help rf the cyclic curve of the mate
rial. For instance if the cyclic curve is given by the following 
equation E Ae = Ao + BAa , the nominal strain is given by 

= AQ + r B j(r+1)AQ E A £ N \ 
'N E r H E | r r J 

obviously if the stress is purely secondary (r = 0) Ae = AQ/E 
and if the stress is primary (r = «>) E Ae N = AQ + BAQ n. 

In this case the value of the correction factor K A is 
el 

calculated from the following equation 
e1 _ BAQ . e1 . 
r r+1 K r ' 

What is needed is the computation of the EFV factor r. 
There is an opinion [j2j that a value of two is conservative, but 
it is possible to obtain an reasonable uperbound. 

5 - COMPUTATION OF AN UPERBOUND OF THE VALUE OF THE ELASTIC 
FOLLOW UP FACTOR r [8] [11J [12J 

Avoiding a sophisticated computation, it is treated a 
simple case : a bar with gently varying cross section sumitted 
to a cyclic elongation with range Au (the cross section area A is 
a function of the abscissa x). The cyclic curve of the material 
will be written Ae - (Ao/E) + Ae^ where the non linear part Ae p 
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is depending on Aa such as Ae P(^Aa) = $ (</>) AeP(Aa). 

The elastic computation is obvious. The application 
of a elongation range Au cause a force range AF , secondary 
stresse range AQ = AF /A and a strain range distribution 

f 
Ae = AQ/E along the bar. As Au = » Ae dx, it is possible to 
determine AF and tc write 

A A / I dx 
A e o = A u / J T 
Considering the real behaviour of the material, it can 

be noted that the force range is different of its elastic value 
AF , but is constant along the bar. Noting this value y AF , 
the stress range is Aa = V> AQ and the strain range 
Ae = (Ao/E) + Aep(Aa) is equal to 

Ae = V Ae + <f> Ae p 

o r o 

where Ae" is the non linear part of the strain range for the 
stress range AQ. 

Writting the elongation range is still Au = Ae dx, 
the following equation is obtained 

(f - 1) T + $(*)= 0 

where T = j Ae dx/J Ae p ux is given by the results of the elas
tic calculation. This equation allows to determine ̂  value to be 
put in Ae expression given above. It is much simpler to eliminate 
vf between the two equations, and to obtain the expression of r 

I - ' 
-P V 

linear strain range for a stress range equal to AQ. 
where t = Ae /Aep, ratio of the elastic strain range to the non 

* RAMBERG-OSGOOD equation is meeting this condition. 
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It can be noted that 

1 = j l Ae 2 Adx / j Le2

Q Adx 

Therefore r in each cross section is deduced of the 
results of elastic computation (with the help of the cyclic 
curve). A local factor t (or local resiliency) and a global one 
T (for the component as a whole) allow a simple expression. 

This result can be extented (as an uper bound) to other 
shapes and loading vith the help of KACHANOV's approximation. 

T 

t = Ae /Ae^ in each point o o r 

Ae = AQ/E o 

AE" non linear part of strain range for AQ 

£ = l { AQ 2 dv / f AQ 2 dv 

Exemple (fig. 5) 

Cantilever beam sumitted to a cyclic deflection at the 
free end. The cyclic behavior of the material expressed by a 
Ramberg Osgood's law 

Ae = (Aa/E) + B Ao11 

Calling AF the elastic force range associated to the 
deflection range Au, the secondary stress range is 

AQ = AFx/Z 

x the cross section abscissa (from the free end) 
Z section modulus of the cross section 
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A£ P - B(AFx/Z)n 

o 
The elastic strain range Ae = AFx/EZ, the corresponding 

1 = B E (M)""1
 xn-1 

f L n-1 2 fL 2 
1 = J BE(^ x) (M X) A d x / J (M x ) A d x 

" B E ( Z ' n^2 L 

t . I - , . a-^ .i ,"- 1 . , 

the maximum value being (at the clamped edge) 

n + 2 , n - 1 
r = — 3 — ' ' = ~y-

it is greatly depending of the hardening shown by the cyclic 
curve. For good materials n = 3 and r - 0,66, for bad ones n = 7 
and r = 2 [12] (J3]. 

6 - SECOND CORRECTION NEUBER'S RULE AND ITS LIMITATIONS 

The current practice is using NEUBER's rule, but it 
must be pointed out that the well known publication £l4] is 
really limited to a crack (eventualy with small amount of 
blunting) in the case of small scale yielding (the plastic area 
is very small regarding the crack length, more precisely the 
crack length is infinite in regard to dimension of the yielded 
zone) for what is called mode III in fracture mechanics. 

The main drawback is related to the condition of small 
scale yielding, which forbid the application of NEUBER's rule 
when the nominal strain range Ae is not completly elastic. This 
rule is only applicable when shake down is obtained and that 
cyclic plasticity is strickly localized in extremely small areas 
[8] [15]. 
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On this condition, NEUBER's rule can be written as 
follow up : the product of stress range by strain range is not 
depending of the material behaviour 

Ae . Aa 1 

Ae . Aa e e 

Ac, Aa real strain and stress range 
Ae , Aa elastically computed ones 

The practical use of this rule is as follow : the theore
tical (elastically computed) stress concentration factor K of 
the stress raiser is determined. It is to say Aa = K m Aa.T, or 

2 e T N 
Ae = K^ Ae„ because nominal strain range and stress range meet 
HOOKE'slaw Ae = Aa /E. Therefore 

Ae Aa = K^ A a N Ae N = KJ Ae^ E = K^ Aa^/E 

allowing to deduce the value of the real strain range with the 
help of the cyclic curve of the material. Figure 6 illustrate 
this procedure. 

7 - SECOND CORRECTION - METHOD OF THE DRIVING FORCE 

When shake down conditions are not met, this rule is 
not valid and other methods are required to derive a correction 
applicable to cases of extended cyclic plasticity (and where the 
earlier correction has therefore been applied). Fortunately, the 
results obtained in fracture mechanics, especially those relating 
to crack driving force J (the socalled J integral) also apply to 
notches [16J. A relationship exists between J and the ctrccc 
working density W at notch bottom (figure 7). An examination of 
the HRR singularity shows the stress-strain product to be propor
tional to J (the process of W distribution at notch bottom appro
ximately corresponds et EG, which is proportional to J). [16] 
[17] [18]. 
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It is thus possible to use the relationship 

Ac . Aa _ AJ _ . 
Ae . Aa ~ AJ J 

e e e 

where AJ is the real variation of J 
AJ is the elastically computed one 

This is the way to amend NEUBER's rule when shake down 
is not get (it can be noted j = 1 for small scale yielding 
because AJ = AJ ). 

It is not needed to compute j, or AJ. An acceptable 
formula has bean proposed by AINSWORTH [j 9̂  ̂ 8^ 

-2- = - X + * 
JeR V E 

where J is a value derived by elastic computation, based on eR 
reference stress a (nominal) and the associated strain e_. The 

R R 
quantity <{> is a small correction introduced to account for plas
ticity at notch bottom. 

In applying this estimation to our case, it should be 
remembered that we are considering imposed cyclic strain Ae N 

instead e , but that the value of AJe is computed under elastic 
R 

conditions with an assumed value of stress EAe„, instead of a 
N 

prescribed value Ao N as in the Ainsworth relationship. It follows 
that the elastically computed AJ is not equal to the one AJ 

6K e 
considered for j. (AJe is computed from the imposed strain 
range At N, it is to say an stress range EAe N, AJ from the stress 
range Ae ). Therefore 

AJ e R = (Aa N/EA £ N) 2 AJ e 

It must be emphasized that this relationship means an 
imposed nominal strain range Ae M JS considered and not an 
imposed stress range Ao., (because the first correction give the 
real nominal strain range). 
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He :nce 

j AJ 
AJ e 

AJ A JeR 
A JeR A J e 

j 
A a N 

E A £ N 
A°N 2 

i :he orde ;r of — 
A 2 
A a N 

2 
) 

(2c v) 2
 + Aa 2 

For the sake of simplicity this small correction will be 
neglected in what follows, it will be written* 

. ! % 
3 ' A £ N 

this means the correct writting of NEUBER's rule (without shake 
down condition) is 

AeAa = K 2 Ae N Aa N 

with imposed nominal strain range Ac and no condition like 
Aa„ = EAe„ (the relation between Ae„ and Ao.T is given by the 

N N N N 
cyclic curve of the material as the one between Ae and Ac). 

From this point it is possible to proceed in the same 
way as the conventional use of NEUBER's rule. 

* Please note that even when shakedown is get and Ao M = EAe M, a 
correction must be applied to NEUBER's rule 

AcAa = (1 + a) K 2Aa 2/E 

1 ( A V 2 V 2 

w i t h a ^ j 5 2 =• 
1 • ( A a N / 2 a y ) 2 

the cause of this correction is that shake down do not assure 
small scale yielding as required for validity of NEUBER's rule, 
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Fig. 8 is an illustration of the proposed method and 
shows the computation of the real strangf from the nominal one 
Ae , the theoretical SCF K and the cyclic curve. The value of 
the second correction factor is also shown. 

Usually the cyclic curve is given by an Ramberg Osgood 
formula 

EAe = Ao + BAo m 

Ae being known, the nominal stress range Aa is deduced. There
fore Ae is such the following equations are fulfilled 

EAe = Aa + BAa"1 

AeAc =K^ Aa N Ae N 

and K e 1 = Ae/KT A£ N = K T AaN/Ao 

8 - CONCLUSION 

It is shown that the actual strain range needed for 
fatigue analysis can be computed usina elastic calculation. 

The elastically calculated strain range must be corrected 
in two steps. 

The first correction is needed when shake down is not 
obtained. The elastic follow up factor r allowsto get the nominal 
value of the strain range. This correction is the well known 
simplified elastic analysis of design codes, but it is shown the 
correction factor is different of the ones given by codes. 

The second correction is related to stress raisers. It 
is shown NEUBER's rule is not valid when shake down is not 
obtained. A extension of this rule is given on the base of J 
driving force. 
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Ae = K _ Ae.T e2 N 

STRATEGY FOR USING ELASTIC CALCULATION 

FIG. 1 
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